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Living Expenses or Starting your 
Business, Graphs, Spreadsheets and 
Research and Analysis 

Term 3 2021

The FLE Maths students are ready 
to take on the world!
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Asha analyses the costs FLE M



Asha plans a budget using Excel 
FLE M



Asha’s income expenditure analysis



Asha Models a Grocery Shop (FLE M)



You have received $2500 as a gift from a family
member. You decide to invest this money for use in the future. 
(Asha FLE M)



Ash Plans a Budget (FLE M)



Ash, FLE M Cost analysis 



Ash compare the supermarket offers



George (aka Billy) compares his expected 
expenses with state averages. (FLE M)



Billy (FLE M) projected income/cost analysis





Billy invests their money



FLE M students: Matilda, Raya, Lilly & Ginger 
plan a scenario



The team of Grads plan their expenses….



Team Matilda, Raya, Lilly and Ginger



Comparing essential items! (Best Buys)



Planning a possible grocery shop.



Liv looks at a different model



Planning a personal Budget (Liv FLE M)



Ronan FLE M 



Chloe explores setting up a business (FLE M)



Chloe displays the products



Chloe plans her expenses   (FLE M)



Chloe plans a budget



Ruby (FLE M) looks for office space for her 
business



Taylah FLE M plans a lifestyle



Taylah looks at accomodation
TAYLAH LOOKS AT ACCOMODATION



Tiana (FLE M) looks at the future



Tiana (FLE M) completes cost analysis



Tiana, looks at the investment options



Burhan creates a budget (FLE H)



Burhan models his car loan on Excel



Giselle (FLE H) plans her income



Giselle, (FLE H) models expenditure



Oli (FLE H) uses some budgeting 
software



Will plans his future car (FLE H)



Zaara graphs 
her expenses
FLE H 



Zoe has factored in repaying her student loan (FLE H)
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